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The threat of counterfeit and fraudu-
lent items (cFi) finding their way
into nuclear plants is not new, but it

has gained increased attention due to recent
high-profile events such as those experi-
enced by the nuclear industry in South ko-
rea. concern originally emerged in the late
1980s because of several incidents involving
fraudulent commodity items such as pi ping
components and refurbished molded-case
circuit breakers being sold as new. These
concerns prompted efforts by both the u.S.
nuclear Regulatory commission and the
u.S. commercial nuclear industry to im-
prove the ability to detect fraudulent items. 

in the late 1980s, the nRc published in-
formation notice 89-70, Possible Indica-
tions of Misrepresented Vendor Products [1],
and Generic Letter 89-02, Actions to Im-
prove the Detection of Counterfeit and
Fraudulently Marketed Products. [2] infor-
mation notice 89-70 discussed factors that
could be used by licensees to detect pro-
curements involving fraudulent items, such
as unusually low cost, unusually short de-
livery times, signs of refurbished parts, and
other indications. Generic Letter 89-02 dis-
cussed elements of procurement programs
that licensees should consider to enhance
the ability to detect fraudulent items, such
as engineering involvement in the pro-
curement process, effective inspection and
testing, and engineering-based dedication
of commercial-grade items used in safety-
related applications. 

Counterfeit and fraudulent parts:
Improving prevention and detection

The U.S. NRC and commercial nuclear industry are
making efforts to keep counterfeit and fraudulent parts
out of the nuclear industry’s supply chain, especially where
safety-related parts and components are concerned.
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Fig. 1. Value of goods seized at manufacturer’s suggested retail price
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Fig. 2. Number of seizures of suspected counterfeit goods
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Generic Letter 89-02 also conditionally
endorsed EPRi nP-5652, Guidance for the
Utilization of Commercial Grade Items in
Safety-Related Applications. [3] another
EPRi document, Guidelines for the Pro-
curement and Receipt of Items for Nuclear
Power Plants (EPRi nP-6629), provided
specific inspection criteria for identifying
fraudulent items upon receipt. Licensees
institutionalized this guidance in their in-
spection procedures, providing u.S. nu-
clear plants with an enhanced ability to
identify and reject items exhibiting signs of
being fraudulent or counterfeit during re-
ceipt inspection. 

Globalization of the supply chain and
the resulting ease with which manufactur-
ing technologies can be acquired has con-
tributed to increased manufacturing of
counterfeit items. For example, in the unit-
ed States there were 23,140 seizures of
counterfeit goods in 2014, representing a
value of $1.23 billion at manufacturers’
suggested retail prices. [4] Figures 1 and 2
illustrate the magnitude of the problem
and the trend in seizures over the past few
years. 

While about 70 percent of the seizures in
2014 involved items such as watches, jewel-
ry, handbags, wallets, and apparel, 30 per-
cent involved consumer electronics and
parts used in industrial applications and
equipment. considering that the u.S. im-
migration and customs Enforcement data

represent only the fraction of cFis actually
discovered and seized by u.S. enforcement
authorities, it is clear that the business of
counterfeiting is thriving.

obsolescence also plays a role in the
growth of counterfeiting. buyers are willing
to—and in some cases must—consider sup-
pliers other than the original manufacturer
when sourcing difficult-to-find replacement
parts. counterfeiters often find high-
volume, low-cost items such as component-
level electronics attractive, since a broad
market exists and the controls in place to
purchase and inspect such commodity
items may not be as rigorous as the controls
in place for higher-cost items.

EPRi renewed its attention to counterfeit
items in 2007 and 2008 in response to an in-
creasing number of counterfeit electronics
identified by the u.S. Department of De-
fense, comments by the nRc indicating
concern about counterfeit items, and spe-
cific concerns expressed by commercial nu-
clear plant operators.

in april 2008, the nRc discussed a
counterfeit valve installed in a non-safety-
related application in a nuclear power plant
in information notice 2008-04, Counterfeit
Parts Supplied to Nuclear Power Plants. [5]
Figure 3 shows the original and counterfeit
valves. The notice also discussed a recall by
the u.S. consumer Products Safety com-
mission of counterfeit molded-case circuit
breakers. 

in 2009, EPRi published Counterfeit,
Fraudulent, and Substandard Items: Miti-
gating the Increasing Risk [6], which con-
firmed that large-scale counterfeiting posed
an ongoing threat to the supply chain. The
report highlighted the proliferation of coun-
terfeit electronic components, including the
re-marking and resale of used integrated
circuits that may be difficult to detect. 

The industry took the following steps to
increase awareness about counterfeiting and
provide training to nuclear plant personnel
and suppliers:

in 2011, the cFi Task Force was formedn
to assess the potential impact of cFis and
identify mitigation strategies.

in 2011, EPRi completed a database forn
sharing information on cFi incidents. 

in 2012, the institute of nuclear Powern
operations (inPo) issued an industry
event report summarizing operating expe-
rience and resources related to cFis. inPo
also expanded plant evaluations to include
the consideration of measures to preclude
the use of cFis.

Growing awareness, concern
During this time, global awareness and

concern in the nuclear power industry grew
as well. The nuclear Energy agency’s com-
mittee on nuclear Regulatory affairs (an
organization composed of representatives
from international nuclear regulatory agen-
cies) published nEa/ cnRa/ R(2011)9, Op-

The use of commercial-grade parts—as well as other items
not specifically intended for nuclear use—in new reactor

projects and in operating reactors is regulated through the nu-
clear Regulatory commission’s vendor inspection Program
(viP). The program is carried out through the Division of con-
struction inspection and operational Programs in the office of
new Reactors (nRo). 

The viP verifies that reactor applicants and licensees are ful-
filling their regulatory obligations with respect to providing ef-
fective oversight of the nuclear supply chain. The program ac-
complishes this through a number of activities, including the
performance of limited-scope targeted inspections of the ven-
dor’s quality assurance program; the establishment of a strate-
gy for the identification and selection of vendors to sample the
effectiveness of the domestic and international supply chains
for the current fleet of reactors and new reactor construction;
and ensuring that vendor inspectors obtain the necessary
knowledge and skills to perform inspections. The viP also ad-
dresses interactions with nuclear consensus standards organi-
zations, industry and external stakeholders, and international
constituents.

The program’s staff conducts inspections at vendors’ facilities
to verify that their quality assurance programs are effectively
implemented and comply with applicable regulatory require-
ments, including 10 cFR Part 21 (which covers counterfeit,
fraudulent, and suspect items), and the licensee-imposed re-
quirements of appendix b to 10 cFR Part 50, as well as with
other codes and standards. The goal is to ensure that plants are
properly overseeing their supply chain and reporting defects

and noncompliance issues.
The center of Expertise, formed within nRo and the office

of nuclear Reactor Regulation (nRR) and now operating out of
nRo, conducts both routine and reactive inspections. Reactive
inspections are conducted in response to allegations, previous
inspection findings, and reports submitted under 10 cFR Part
21 or 10 cFR 50.55(e), or based on information that indicates
that a vendor may not be meeting nRc requirements. in partic-
ular, the center aims to confirm that effective controls are in place
to prevent counterfeit or fraudulent parts from entering the u.S.
safety system supply chain. The efforts have so far been success-
ful, as the nRc notes that it has not seen any instances of such
parts in u.S. nuclear plant safety systems. 

The staff communicates with other divisions within nRo and
with nRR, as well as with numerous organizations outside the
nRc, including anS, the american Society of Mechanical En-
gineers, the institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the
Electric Power Research institute, the international Laboratory
accreditation cooperation, the Multinational Design Evalua-
tion Program, the nuclear Energy institute, and the nuclear Pro-
curement issues committee. interaction with other stakeholders
related to counterfeit, fraudulent, and suspect items issues—the
u.S. Departments of Energy, homeland Security, Labor, Justice,
and Transportation, and the national aeronautics and Space ad-
ministration and the Food and Drug administration—keeps
nRo informed of vulnerabilities in the procurement processes
and allows for sharing best practices for preventing counterfeit
and fraudulent parts from making their way into the supply
chain.

The NRC’s Vendor Inspection Program
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erating Experience Report: Counterfeit, Sus-
pect and Fraudulent Items [7] in october
2011. in February 2013, the same commit-
tee published nEa/ cnRa/ R(2012)7, Reg-
ulatory Oversight of Non-conforming, Coun-
terfeit, Fraudulent and Suspect Items. [8]

u.S. nuclear plant licensees and the nRc
reported several cFi incidents during this
period. in 2010, the owner of a circuit board
repair supplier directed an employee to re-
place a broken display unit on a steam leak
detector monitor that had been received
from one nuclear plant with a working dis-
play that had been received from a different
nuclear plant, without informing either
plant of the exchange. in addition, the em-
ployee was instructed to obscure the identi-
ty of the working unit by filing down the se-
rial number before shipment. in March
2011, the owner made false statements to
nRc investigators, and the u.S. Department

of Justice prosecuted the case in federal dis-
trict court in Phoenix, ariz. in February
2013, the owner pleaded guilty to felony
charges of making false statements to nRc
investigators, and in a plea deal was banned
from making safety-related decisions for one
year and from making quality assurance
oversight decisions indefinitely, and was sen-
tenced to five years of probation that in-
cludes special monitoring by the nRc. [9]

in March 2013, a u.S. nuclear plant iden-
tified suspect capacitors during receipt in-
spection. Specifically, the plant noticed that
the electrolytic capacitors were not marked
with a date code. The utility followed up with
the original equipment manufacturer (oEM)
and the oEM-approved supplier, which con-
firmed that the capacitors were counterfeit.
The utility had been careful to purchase the
capacitors from an oEM-approved supplier,
but the supplier had not been able to source

the components from the oEM in time to
meet the desired delivery date, and instead
had obtained replacements from a broker.
Figure 4 shows one of the “suspect counter-
feit/fraudulent” capacitors and the corre-
sponding authentic capacitor. 

Perhaps the most significant counterfeit-
ing incident in the nuclear industry oc-
curred in South korea in late 2012, when
thousands of parts supplied with fraudulent
certification were reportedly installed in two
nuclear units that were shut down for ex-
tended outages. The discovery of the fraud-
ulent certification prompted an investigation
of items procured over the preceding 10
years. This investigation revealed that about
8,000 commercial-grade items supplied with
fraudulent certification had been success-
fully dedicated for use in safety-related ap-
plications. The majority of these items were
fuses, switches, and cooling fans. 

although none of these items failed or
experienced other performance problems
that affected plant safety, the operating
company decided to shut down the two re-
actors so that all of the installed fraudulent
items could be replaced as quickly as pos-
sible. note that the South korea–based
suppliers involved in the incidents did not
provide items to u.S. nuclear facilities. [10]

Mitigating the use of CFIs
in the united States, nuclear plant own-

ers bear primary responsibility for keeping
cFis out of their facilities, and nuclear sup-
pliers are responsible for keeping cFis out
of the products they provide. in 2014,
EPRi published a revision to Counterfeit,
Fraudulent, and Substandard Items: Miti-
gating the Increasing Risk (3002002276)
[10]. This revision, developed by a team
that included u.S. and international nu-
clear operators and suppliers, presents a
structured approach for mitigating the use
of cFis. The approach goes beyond re-
liance on careful examination at receipt, as

Fig. 4. Comparison of an authentic electrolytic capacitor (top) and a suspected
counterfeit/fraudulent capacitor (bottom). 

Fig. 3. Authentic valve (left); counterfeit valve (right)
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it involves measures to prevent, detect, and
control cFis (Fig. 5).

as illustrated in Fig. 5, prevention begins
before an item is purchased. a scope of con-
cern should be established to identify items
known to be susceptible to counterfeiting.
buyers should be trained to purchase only
from original manufacturers or distributors
authorized by the original manufacturer
whenever possible. Purchase orders should
communicate expectations regarding the
authenticity of items provided. Protocols
should be established for identifying at-risk
procurements such as purchases involving
items known to be counterfeited or pur-
chases involving brokers or distributors not
authorized by the oEM. at-risk procure-
ments should be subject to enhanced de-
tection measures.

in addition to inspection upon receipt,
detection measures can include source in-
spection, and should include inspection
immediately prior to installation. crafts-
people and mechanics involved in installa-
tion are typically very familiar with the
equipment and may be the only individu-
als with an opportunity to compare the
item they are installing with the one that is
being replaced. verifying the authenticity
of certification received should also be con-
sidered when the certification is not issued
by the supplier that provided the items. in-
dividuals involved in detection should have
access to information on cFi incidents and
should know how to control items suspect-
ed of being counterfeit or fraudulent.

Measures to control suspected cFis in-
clude identification as nonconforming
items and physical quarantine to prevent
them from being used. careful considera-
tion is called for when deciding how to dis-
position suspected cFis. it may be appro-
priate to destroy the items to ensure that
they cannot be resold. in some cases, the
items might be returned to the original
manufacturer for further investigation. in-
cidences of suspect items should be docu-
mented in the corrective action system,
which should include guidance on how to
report the incident as operating experience
and when to notify the appropriate en-
forcement authorities. in the united States,
the nRc’s allegation process can be used to
directly report a suspected cFi incident.

The nRc includes cFi considerations in
its vendor inspection Plan (see sidebar, page
47). [11] Susceptibility to counterfeit devices
and materials is one factor the nRc uses
when selecting and prioritizing which ven-
dors to inspect, and the plan includes provi-
sions to conduct reactive inspections of sup-
pliers when information is received that a
supplier has provided a counterfeit or fraud-
ulent item that could have resulted in the
failure of a safety-related system.

nRc SEcy-15-0003, Staff Activities Re-
lated to Counterfeit, Fraudulent, and Sus-
pect Items (January 2015), summarizes ac-
tions the u.S. nuclear industry has taken to
assess the potential impact of cFis on ac-
tivities regulated by the nRc. in the SEcy,
the nRc advises that “the EPRi guidance

document (3002002276) provides the nec-
essary fundamental elements for detecting
and preventing cFSi [counterfeit, fraudu-
lent, and substandard items] from affecting
nRc-regulated activities.” [12] EPRi Re-
port 1021493, Counterfeit and Fraudulent
Items: A Self-Assessment Checklist [13], is
another resource that can be used to iden-
tify areas where defenses against cFis can
be improved. This report and EPRi Report
3002002276 are available to the public free
of charge at <www. epri. com>.
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Fig. 5. Key measures for mitigating CFIs included in EPRI Report No. 3002002276.
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